
The last word on covid-19, and the first step towards restoring our basic 

human rights, and constitutional rights, beginning with a referendum in 

every nation where the informed consent of the masses will either 

mandate, or reject, any further limitations on our personal and collective 

freedoms, based upon the ‘Covid-19 narrative’ 
 

If your mind is open, and capable of processing logic and reasoning clearly, despite having been plunged 

into a state of absolute terror, by deliberately manipulative, deceptive, misleading, and mis-directing 

propaganda, and censorship of any information or compelling argument that contradicts the 'script' of 

the 'official narrative', along with censorship of any expert or specialist who will not read FROM that 

script, and who thus diverges from that 'official narrative', then the following should motivate you first 

to challenge that official narrative, and then demand the cessation of the basic human rights violations 

that have been carried out in the name of that narrative, using that narrative as their justification, and 

which have become institutionalized as 'laws'. It should also lead you to reject the U.N as the enemy of 

humanity, rather than the protector of its human rights, and to reject any current government official 

who participated in the crimes against humanity carried out under the pretense of a 'pandemic threat' 

and 'health emergency', and to reject any media presenter, or institution such as the BBC, ABC, and 

corporate media, who read from that script, as enemies of the people, and along with those 

government and non-government officials, arrest them and charge them with crimes against humanity, 

sedition, treason, and WAR against humanity. 

The full spectrum propaganda and dramaturgical devices such as facemasks, have plunged most people 

into an irrational fear of a health threat no greater than the seasonal flu, and only a serious threat to the 

most vulnerable people, who cannot be protected from it any more than they can be protected from 

dying of old age, or any other opportunistic infection, but whom, if they chose, could be isolated from 

the world, and perhaps, living like prisoners, extend their lives a few days or weeks, or months, as a 

result. But to demand that the entire world stop in order to achieve this questionable end, is completely 

irrational and unreasonable. In fact criminal.  

My conclusions is that Covid-19 is not a virus at all, but rather exosomes, sacks of RNA, produced by the 

body in response to the presence of some pathogen, virus, bacteria, or electro-magnetic radiation.  But 

you do not need to reject the ‘virus’ definition of Covid-19,  in order to reject the RESPONSE that has 

been instituted TO Covid-19. You might believe it to be a virus, like the seasonal flu, and your logical, 

rational, response to it would not diverge from what follows. 

Like with the so called ‘Spanish Flu’, there is no evidence of human to human transmission for what is 

called Covid-19. In fact the W.H.O itself originally stated this. And so far no independent, peer reviewed, 

scientific, epidemiological, or even statistical evidence has been produced to justify the ‘flip-flop’ made 

later by W.H.O. In other words there is still no evidence, no proof, of human to human spreading of 

what they are calling Covid-19.  

Face masks are worn by surgeons because some believe they reduce the spread of BACTERIA , while 

others do so to comply with enforced protocols requiring them to wear face masks, and would NOT 



wear a face mask even in surgery, if left to decide for themselves, based on the lack of any clinical, 

scientific, evidence that wearing face masks is a benefit to either patient or surgeon. In fact the face 

mask will rub against the surgeons face, and this friction will lead to skin, and thus bacteria, falling down 

onto the patient, one reason many surgeons would never CHOOSE to wear a face mask, if that choice 

were left to them to make. 

There is ZERO clinical, scientific, evidence to suggest that face masks are effective in any way against the 

spread of viruses. The W.H.O also ‘flip-flopped’ over and over on this question. First stating that the 

public should NOT be encouraged to wear face masks. 

Face masks are being forced upon people to SUGGEST to the public that some pandemic threat exists. 

They are TERROR props. They are DRAMATURGICAL devices to produce the IMPRESSION of a pandemic 

threat and thus instill FEAR in the masses. Masks play a huge role in TERRORISING the population and 

inciting them to an irrational FEAR not in ANY way justified by the FACTS of the situation. The PERCIEVED 

threat level is out of ALL proportion to the ACTUAL threat.   

To help explain what is meant by ‘dramaturgical device’, I will give this example. British citizens were 

issued with gas masks before WWII in an attempt to encourage them to IMAGINE that Germany planned 

to gas Britain, before invading it. Churchill’s intention was to instill a completely UNJUSTIFIED fear of a 

German gas attack, into the British publish, to PRIME them for, and make them more submissive to, HIS 

plan to refuse all German peace offers, and to declare war on Germany, to destroy Germany for his 

MASTERS. This FEAR of German gas attacks was CREATED and reinforced BY the issuing of millions of gas 

masks, which were completely unjustified given the REALITY of the situation.  

People who wish to attempt to avoid death, and extend their lives as long as possible, by isolating 

themselves in sanitized, sealed, isolation boxes, which are then wrapped in cotton wool, are welcome to 

do so. But to FORCE others to behave so irrationally, unreasonably, and foolishly, is an entirely different 

matter. One that can NOT be acceptable to any REASONABLE and RATIONAL human being. 

All studies of ‘The Spanish Flu’ and ‘Covid-19’ show that the spread of symptoms being called ‘Covid-19’ 

are NOT in any way affected by ANY of the measures the governments have forced upon their subjects.  

The lockdowns have not even reduced the death tolls among the most vulnerable. In fact they have 

increased the death tolls among the most vulnerable, as the most vulnerable were deliberately moved 

from safe homes, to concentration camps for old people called ‘old people’s homes’, where they faced a 

massively increased risk of infection from any opportunistic infection already present among that 

vulnerable, exposed, population. 

One insight overlooked by everyone but myself is the fact that deaths from seasonal flu have NOT been 

reduced by the ‘measures’ supposed to be effective against what they are calling ‘Covid-19 virus’. Now if 

the same measures supposedly intended to protect people from the supposed ADDITIONAL threat to 

their health, did NOT protect them from the USUAL threat posed by seasonal flu, then how could 

anyone claim it has ANY positive effect in terms of protecting ANYONE from the supposed ‘Covid’ 

threat?  

Face masks could NEVER have offered ANYONE protection from ANY sort of virus. And thus it is clear 

they serve OTHER purposes UNRELATED to the medical ones used to ‘justify’ the enforcement of laws 

FORCING people to wear them. 



None of the measures have been, nor could they ever HAVE been, effective against the spread of the 

RNA traces being called ‘Covid-19 virus’. 

Perhaps it was worth TRYING a 2 week lockdown, as a precaution, DESPITE the fact that the World 

Health Organization, now the world’s leading TERRORIST organization (Employing TERROR to persuade 

people to concede to its will, like any other terrorist organization in history), itself declared that no 

evidence existed to JUSTIFY such actions. This would give very old and vulnerable people time to decide 

for themselves if they thought it was worthwhile attempting to extend their lives a few weeks or months 

via voluntary self-isolation.  

I have yet to hear of a single peer reviewed autopsy of a supposed ‘Covid-19 victim’ whose death can be 

scientifically and clinically attributed TO ‘Covid-19’.   

To claim ‘Covid-19’ as the cause of death, because someone tests positive to a test whose creator 

explicitly warned AGAINST ever using this test to detect the presence of ANY virus, and which has 

yielded, over and over, FALSE positive results, and even positive results for fruits, vegetables, processed 

foods, and other animals, is like  claiming that OXYGEN is the cause of death because it just happens to 

be PRESENT in a deceased person’s system.  

The entirely FALSE and MISLEADING IMPRESSION that the presence of RNA sacks called ‘Covid-19 virus’ 

is responsible for the deaths of thousands of people, in some as yet unexplained way, has been 

DELIBERATELY created by the ‘authorities’ and ‘mass media’. We are dealing with THE CREATION AND 

MAINTENANCE OF A PUBLIC MYTH’ on the same scale as any CULT or RELIGION or IDEOLOGY. I have 

provided many detailed case studies of the creation and maintenance of such public myths in my 

TROONATNOOR publications and videos, which you can download for free from my TROONATNOOR 

WordPress pages, or using links in my WordPress pages, and Bitchute Channel. 

Most supposed ‘cases’ of ‘Covid-19’ are asymptomatic. In other words, someone is claiming that 

because certain RNA sacks used as ‘indicators’ of the presence of a supposed virus called ‘Covid-19’, that 

person has been ‘infected’ with this supposed new virus, even though they have absolutely NO 

symptoms of ANY sort of infection. This describes ALMOST ALL of the ‘Covid-19 cases so far’. A few 

people testing positive for Covid-19 have mild symptoms most likely produced by stress, colds, flu, or 

allergies, that would normally not have been considered any sort of ‘infection’, let alone grounds for 

placing them under house arrest, or dragging them off to concentration camps.  

The very few people who died WITH a positive test result for this supposed Covid-19 virus really died of 

OTHER causes. On average, 2.6 OTHER CAUSES, to be precise. There is NO clinical, scientific evidence 

that anyone has EVER died with what they are calling ‘Covid 19 virus’ in their system, and no OTHER 

cause. People DO drop dead all the time, with no apparent symptoms of ANY illness. Closer inspection 

usually reveals some condition no-one had detected, such as heart problems.  

What is most telling in terms of A CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY AMONG OUR GOVERNMENT LEADERS, MASS 

MEDIA, AND THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANISATION AND U.N is the fact that German Government officials 

have prevented doctors from carrying out autopsies on supposed ‘Covid-19 victims’. And that the 

German Government  continues to TERRORISE its subjects with DELIBERATELY DECEPTIVE AND 

MISLEADNING statistics, in which they FAIL to report the MOST important facts about these deaths, 



namely that the people they CLAIM died OF ‘Covid-19’ really died of OTHER pre-existing conditions, or 

even in car accidents, or from suicides.  

Considering this DELIBERATE DECEPTION, and the fact that all the supposed ‘responses’ to a supposed 

‘Covid-19 virus’ HAVE been effective at doing is at DESTROYING life as we know it, disenfranchising us all 

of our basic human rights, destroying lives, destroying our economies, and MASSIVELY increasing the 

rates of suicides, deaths from diabetes, and deaths from cancer, among thousands of other completely 

preventable deaths, surely it is now logical and reasonable to suspect that THESE outcomes ARE the 

actual INTENDED outcomes for the lockdowns. In fact, the REAL REASONS for the lockdowns.   

If we assume our political leaders are rational beings, then they must surely be, at very least, SUSPECTED 

of having THESE outcomes as their TRUE OBJECTIVES, in imposing the measures they CLAIM they had 

imposed as a response to a supposed international health threat in the form of a viral pandemic.  

At the very least we must demand they all be held in detention, while further CRIMINAL investigations 

can be made into their actions. They must be arrested, along with the heads of the BBC, ABC, Corporate 

media networks, and those who actively promoted the ‘Covid-19 propaganda’. 

We must first demand a referendum regarding the further imposition of ANY restrictions to our personal 

liberties, our legal rights, our constitutional rights, and our basic human rights, based on the supposed 

‘Covid-19 virus’ narrative.  

Our government’s response to such demands will reveal their TRUE nature. That they do NOT serve ‘we 

the people’, but rather serve OTHER masters, who are pulling their strings from the shadows.  

Those people who wish to sacrifice their well-being to appease invisible pink elephants, gods, demons, 

spirits, pixies, elves, or any other fantastic, imaginary, beings, are welcome to. But they have NO right to 

force US to go along with their hallucinations.  

What we are seeing is the emergence of a CULT with a CULT INQUISITION which forces ALL people to 

comply with the arbitrary whims of a CULT DICTATORSHIP.  

If YOU happen to be a ‘true believer’ in this new religion, then you are welcome to make any sacrifices 

YOU choose to make, in the name of your CULT. But you have NO right to TRICK, let alone FORCE, other, 

more rational and SANE people, into sacrificing ANYTHING AT ALL.  

What we have today is the TYRANNY of the COVID CULT TRUE BELIEVERS over the ‘heretical’ ‘infidels’ 

who base their decisions on reason, science, and compelling argument. Rather than on myths created 

and maintained with the intention of controlling, manipulating, and thus enslaving, ALL of humanity.  
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